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Dear CtC
We hope summer has been treating you well. From our end, here's the menu for our August
newsletter:
1. Details of upcoming events including the next All Members Event and AGM on 2nd
September (please send in your proxy form if you can't join us)
2. Easyfundraising for CtC - Easy peasy (and no cost to you)
3. Are you looking for a little extra guidance on your board roadmap?
4. Stay in the know - board reading materials
5. CtC's response to the Scottish Government consultation on gender representation
6. Cybersecurity & Boards
7. CtC on Twitter and LinkedIn - follow us?
8. Useful CtC email addresses
9. CtC members' successes
10. Wanted: Experienced board directors to share their board journey
11. CtC's work on influencing others
12. Where would we be without our wonderful members - warm thank yous!
Please do feedback any comments, suggestions or ideas for the newsletter to us. Thank you!

CtC Member Communication Team

Courage tenacity Credibility

All Members Event - DON'T MISS!
Don't miss the All Members event &
CtC's Annual General Meeting
(AGM) on Monday 2nd September
at RBS, 137 St. Vincent Street,
Glasgow, from 5.45 - 7.30 pm,
followed by drinks.
For those joining us, it will be a great
opportunity to meet the wider CtC
community and debate. CtC’s
current Vice Chair Neil Stevenson
will report back on the diversity
survey and the planned actions. It
will also be a chance to hear how
you can engage further in CtC, meet
our trustees and provide them with
your feedback. Afterwards we’ve
reserved a space at All Bar One for
informal discussions and
networking.
For those of you who CANNOT
make it, please complete the proxy
form as well as the voting form for
those putting themselves forward to

The total raised by CtC members via
Easyfundraising is £212.46 (£135.98
as of 3rd June) since 1st April this
year. The number of CtC supporters
signed up is 61 (60). Please register
and then go via Easyfundraising
when you shop online as it helps to
cover our core expenses at no cost
to you! For those puzzled by the dip
this was due to refunded items.
There has been a change with
regard to shopping on Amazon.
Please register with Amazon Smile
to make sure a percentage of your
spending on the Amazon website is
donated to CtC. This is very easy:
just use Easyfundraising's search
function and type Amazon. You will
be directed to the registration form
and receive a notice that shows you
how to continue supporting CtC on
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become trustees and return it before

Amazon.

close of business on Friday 23rd
August to CtC's Company
Secretary, Linda Coe, via this email.
Hereunder a direct link to these
documents, which can also be found
in the All Members group on the CtC
platform, All the papers can be
found in the documents section,
categorised in the 'governance'
section or in the Company
Secretary's email of August 2nd:
1. Notice of meeting - doc
2. Proxy form - doc
3. Trustee Election Candidates
Statements - doc
4. Trustee Voting Paper - doc
Please note that you need to log into
the platform for these links to work.
If you CAN COME on Monday 2nd
September ( YEY!), then please
register ASAP as we need to send
the list of attendees to RBS for their
security team ahead of time. Here is
the registration link.
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CtC MEMBERS HELP EACH
OTHER
CtC is a peer-to-peer network, which
means we all help each other and pitch in
with our time, skills, interests, goodwill &
talents wherever we can. The more of us
pitching in, the better run as an
organisation we are, the more impact we
have and the better we know one
another!

Spotlight on the CtC Catalyst
Programme
In this context, some of you may have
heard of the CtC Catalyst programme,
which is designed to link up members who
need some 1-to-1 advice or guidance from
an experienced board member (and
member of CtC). Until now, access to the
programme has been through referrals
from Introducers, but we want to extend
this to encourage those CtC members
who feel as though they are in need of a
nudge to reach out to us.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS!
Here are the upcoming new member
events for August & September. You
can register by logging in onto the
CtC platform and clicking on the
calendar:

Taking responsibility for your own training
is a important part of your own journey
with CtC (as is contributing in some way to
the organisation, to support others), and if
you think you might benefit from an initial
chat about how to access more support
within CtC, please contact Head CtC
Catalyst, Helen Wright, directly here.

27/08/2019 6:00 – 7:45 pm
CtC Social Event, Le Di Vin,

(Thank you, Helen!)

Edinburgh - book
28/08/2019 6:15 – 7:30 pm

Remember, if you don’t hear back
immediately, bear with us ... all of us are
volunteers and sometimes things can take
a bit longer, especially if there is a big
demand. We very much look forward to
hearing from you, though as your success
is important to us!

Graduate Group Meeting,
Glasgow - book
02/09/2019 5:30 – 7:15 pm All
Members Event & AGM in
Glasgow followed by drinks book
16/09/2019 6:15 – 7:30 pm
Advice for CtC members
seeking board roles Par
Equity, Edinburgh/dial-in book
25/09/2019 6:15 – 7:45 pm
Graduate Group Meeting
Edinburgh - HOLD THE DATE
CtC is also involved in 2 other
upcoming events (open to nonmembers):
on the evening of 5/09/2019,
6.30-8.39pm an event
sponsored by CEIS in
Glasgow showcasing a
number of Social Enterprises
seeking board members. As
CtC member Zahra Hedges

Opportunities for those willing to
pitch in and roll up their sleeves
We urgently need:
help with member onboarding
(when requests come from the
website and people need to be
paired with an introducer) –
please contact the member
email address if you have a bit
of time or want to know more
about what it entails (click this
link.)
more introducers in Glasgow
(introducers
need
good
knowledge of CtC and have at
least one board role, ideally
more) – email Tanya Castell if
you can pitch in (link).
event organisers to work in
the Events team (organising 1
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said: '"Social Enterprises are
in every sector of the
economy employing over
80,000 people and
contributing over £2bn to the
economy?" Why not go along
to find out more (please
register via Eventbrite)?
Thank you to Zahra from
CEIS for organising this.
on the evening of 23/09/2019,
there is a joint session with
Morgan Stanley in Glasgow
when you can hear from a
number of board members
and also a few boards
searching for
directors/trustees. Please
register for a place here.

or 2 events per year) – contact
the events email address or
click this link).
in the current "help please activities where we need
members to contribute" list on
the CtC website, there are a
number of areas where help is
required to support the action
plan to increase the diversity of
our membership.
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Nearly all of these can be done from
home at a time to suit you and will
take less than an hour per week.
Please do volunteer your help as we
cannot do this without you - CtC has
no employees. Members often tell
us that the more they give, the more
they benefit from CtC so why not see
how you can contribute.

READING MATERIALS
We keep an eye out for articles that
may be of interest to our members
so here's a reading list of things you
may have missed this summer

On Twitter? Then follow CtC and
engage with us! The more, the
merrier! We'll happily follow you
back! It's another way of engaging
with fellow CtC members as well!
We often use the hashtags
#qualitythroughdiversity and
#diversityofthought.

Appointment of Member for the
Board of Management of West
College Scotland
Do you want to help make a
difference to the lives of people in
West Scotland? With almost 30,000
students, 1200 staff and a turnover
of over £65M West College Scotland
is the second largest Regional
College in Scotland. There are three
campuses, at Paisley, Clydebank
and Greenock. Their vision is based
on the central premise that
vocational education and training
can transform people’s lives.

The non-financial numbers all
corporate boards should know
- https://on.ft.com/30m18BC
via @FT
Audit is a hot topic right now
given Carillion, patisserie
Valerie etc, so this Deloitte
paper on 'Auditor
independence rules: new
FRC consultation and a
reminder for audit committees'
might be of interest,
also this RSA paper on
'Finding good governance',
stating that 'there are
common themes that emerge
that suggest the time for
cross-sector learning,
enhanced governance literacy
and greater thought diversity
is long overdue.'

CtC's response to Scottish
Government consultation
In case you haven't seen it in the All
Members group on the CtC platform
(do log in from time to time!), here is
a link to our submission to the
Scottish Government’s consultation
on the implementation of the gender
representation on public sector
boards act. Thank you so much to all
those who contributed and Susan
Nickalls for pulling the input together:
click here.
The board and digital

They would love to hear from people
who understand the value of
education and training. It does not
matter if you’ve not been on a board
before, your experience may be
invaluable. You need to be willing to

transformation – how prepared
are you? CtC member Beatrice
Devillon-Cohen shares her
experience of Harvard’s online
cyber management course:
The cost of cybercrime is
exponentially increasing; the recent
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contribute to the strategic direction

example of British Airways

and the governance of the College.

(£183mios fine asked by the

They are looking for a wide range of
skills and experiences. However,
applications are particularly invited
from individuals with experience in
education, IT and cyber security, and
organisational development.
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Information Commissioner’s Office
over data breach) is a reminder it
can hit all organisations hard on
financial, operational, legal and
reputational level.
Those cyber-attacks thrive on
organisations' vulnerabilities: a
weak cyber culture among

The Board is especially keen to hear
from those groups who are currently
under-represented on Boards of
Scottish public bodies, such as those
from black, Asian and ethnic
minorities, disabled people, people
aged under-50 and women. The time
commitment for Board members,
including preparing for and attending
meetings, is around 12 days per
annum. More details on the role and
how to apply using a brief cv and
cover letter are available here:
Closing date: 6 September 2019

employees and stakeholders
(phishing attacks), a lack of
leadership buy-in (no cyber-risk
specialist, no incident response
plan, no legal landscape knowledge,
a small budget, no cyber-insurance).
We have for years wrongly assumed
it was an IT conversation when it
was a leadership's (so a Board's)
one. Given how new this topic
is, most of NEDs will have no
experience there. We need
to train to become more cyber-fluent
and support executive teams facing
theses emerging risks.
I recently graduated from a Harvard
Cyber-management course (online).
The course was attended by CIOs,
CISOs, CEOs and IT consultants,
from all over the world. It covered
specificities of all economic sectors
(finance, healthcare, manufacturing,

On LinkedIn? Again, as with Twitter,
please follow us! When you do, our
content will appear in your feed.

education, power and utilities, retail)

Moreover, why don't you add CtC to
your own LinkedIn profile under the
'Volunteering experience' section so
you can easily find and be found by
fellow members and others? Doing
so supports your online brand,
shows that you value diversity of
thought and allows you to expand
your online network! Win-win!

Defence (so very current and of the

How? Go to the 'Add Volunteer
position' on LinkedIn, click on the +,
in ‘Organization’, look up ‘Changing
the Chemistry’ until you see our
purple CtC logo like in the below
image, click on it, add the date
when you became a member, and
add 'member' or your volunteering
role, and the copy/paste the blurb
we use to describe CtC.

and was designed by the former
Chief of Staff of the US Secretary of
highest standard).
The main learning areas were:
-Technological aspects:
identifying threats and critical
systems, learning to decipher
and understand all acronyms
and tech jargon
Important to build a cyber-culture,
understand a Chief Security Officer
strategy at the board level (or
request one), challenge, support him
and understand the need for a
cybersecurity budget.
-Governance framework:
culture, process and
procedures, response plans
All being the leadership’s

Once you have added CtC to your
volunteering experience on
LinkedIn, anyone looking up CtC will
be able to find you and see your
profile.

WANTED: EXPERIENCED BOARD
MEMBERS AS SPEAKERS
We need introductions to
experienced board directors/
trustees (from outside of CtC) who
would talk to CtC members about
their board experience, share their
tips on being a good NED and
advise on their approach to securing
board roles. You know someone in
your network? Then please send an
email to the events team here. The
sessions are usually for maximum

responsibility (for instance, relations
with the media, law enforcement and
regulators are essential in the first
days of a cyber-attack and need to
be done at the Board’s level)
-the development of current
Regulations, with a focus on
GDPR
Students build a mitigation and
incident response plan for their own
organisation through weekly essays,
a lot of forum discussions
exchanging ideas and questions
with fellow students and
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90 minutes with maximum 12-15
attendees to encourage an informal
atmosphere and plenty of discussion
so preparation by the speaker is
limited.

experienced tutors. It is very
interactive, a fantastic networking
opportunity in a totally new (and silo-
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ed) area of expertise and was for me
a huge accelerator in terms

More than a feeling: How do you

of knowledge and ability
to understand those new risks.

measure culture?

During a recent interview it allowed

Simple metrics that demonstrate
momentum are key to turning

me to have a high level discussion
with the COO/CIO

good intentions into replicable

of the organisation who was part of

business results.

the panel and ask him about his

by Gretchen Anderson and Caroline
Smit in Strategy & Business - link

cyber strategy and the recent cyber
incidents they had suffer; I was

Organisational culture — the set of

obviously the first one to ask him

values, beliefs, and behaviours that
determine “how things get done” in

so specific and accurate questions

an organization — evolves slowly.

and he was very pleased to
elaborate.

With a commitment to changing a

It is a significant investment in time

culture, new ways of working start to
become the new normal. People

(depending how deep you are willing

begin to say, “Hey,

to go and your starting level of
knowledge -mine was pretty low-

things feel different around here.”

between 10 and 18 hours a week

But what’s the key to moving from
that ephemeral feeling that things

during 8 weeks) and money ($2700).

are shifting, to real and sustainable

But part of the diversity in the
Boardroom is around skills and

traction that informs business

experiences not represented

results? The answer is
measurement.

enough; developing our digital skills

It’s a Herculean effort to get a group

and more specifically cybersecurity
skills should be on this agenda;

of people to change their normative

things will only get more complex

ways working together. Scepticism
that a culture effort will make any

with the development of the Internet
of Things, 5G, Artificial Intelligence

difference is a natural, human

and Cloud computing.

response, so finding ways to
measure, document, and broadcast
how culture shifts is imperative.
When done with clarity and
coherence, measurement
builds emotional energy and shows
people across the company that
leaders’ focus on culture isn’t just lip
service but a real effort to move in
the right direction. And it can help
individuals see a connection
between the ways they’re asked to
act — which initially might feel
uncomfortable — and overall
business success.
How to track culture: Every company is
different, and the same should be true
for every smart plan for cultural
transformation and the ways of
measuring its success (we have
provided some guideposts below to
help you get started). To find an
organization’s unique metrics, you
need to pay close attention to what’s
happening around you. Notice where
the energy and motion are, and find
ways to track positive outcomes that
will encourage others to pay attention
and join in. This would be an
impossibility with an external, one-sizefits-all culture yardstick.

Tricia McAuley for her great
work on the board vacancy
team for the last 4 years and
as an introducer - rather tricky
now given the amount she
travels. She's now very kindly
agreed to be a CtC Catalyst
to help CtC members aspiring
to board roles.
Fran van Dijk for organising
and Karthik Subramanya for
speaking at the SEPA board
information event in June (for
which CtC received a fee).
Linda Coe for all the work
ahead of the CtC AGM on
2nd September.
Roger Duerden for such a
great job as our treasurer and
membership registrar which
involves a lot of behind the
scenes work
All those in the membership
onboarding team, particularly
Caroline Taylor who has been
doing this for years - new
volunteers are needed!
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It’s useful to think about

Translate

measurement not as one magical
score, but as a convergence of
multiple data points. Some of these
look like traditional changemanagement metrics, but others are

Last month the Financial Times
wrote about the recently deceased
corporate governance expert Peter

more closely tied to the specific

Montagnon and his article on nonfinancial data. Montagnon

behaviours and business results
you’re trying to achieve. Also,

emphasises that it is not enough for

showing significant and positive

such as ensuring the role of the
chairman is separated from that of

change in a cadre within a short
timeframe is more impactful than
reporting small change across the

board members to focus on issues

the CEO. The board needs to

whole organization.

understand the forces that drive
organisational behaviour and

To ensure that a broad view of the

analyse non-financial data. The

organization is considered, it’s
useful for culture program leaders
and other employees to co-create
the metrics. Look to
include authentic informal
leaders — people in an organization
who influence and energize others
without relying on a title or formal
position in the hierarchy. When
designing the initiatives to
encourage behavior change, keep
asking the question, “And how

latter includes staff turnover,
whistleblowing data and equipment
failure. "Poorly maintained
equipment is a sign of weak culture.
To put it crudely, it can reveal that
although the pipeline has not
exploded yet, it most likely will in
due course," quotes the FT. In
addition, boards should have firsthand contact with stakeholder
groups, to learn what they are

would that be measured?”

thinking. This could be done by a
board committee that monitors non-

It’s important to avoid getting caught

financial risk, ethics and stakeholder

up in finding the perfect, universally

relations, which refers critical issues

applicable metric. Instead, choose

to the board. In order to make this

something “good enough” and get
going. Begin with a handful of small
pilots and trumpet the positive

RSS

work it should be clear what the
company's values are and what its
purpose is. An article worth reading.

results. Take lessons from these
projects into broader initiatives, and
adjust the metrics as needed.
Measurement guideposts: Here are four
types of customizable measurements
you can use to get started on tracking
cultural-change momentum.

• Program/rollout KPIs: These help
assess the level of participation in
culture and behavior-change efforts,
starting at kickoff. These metrics
should be easy to identify and tally.
Their purpose is simply to
demonstrate momentum.
Examples: The number of
volunteers actively involved in a
culture initiative is one measure.
Another is the number of culturerelated articles published on the
company intranet, along with metrics
regarding their views and shares.
• Anecdotes: Personal observations
of people doing something outside
the norm, big or small, should be
recorded and shared across the
organization. Storytelling is a strong
tool. The more powerful stories an
organization has to share about one
of the critical behaviors, the more
people talk about them and retell
them to their coworkers. Make a
note of and collect stories, perhaps
on an intranet site or through
periodic emails.
Example: A senior executive with

We are delighted to report that the
total number of board/committee
roles filled by CtC members has now
gone past the 200 mark - we're at
204 successes!!! In part this is due
to having missed a number of
members successes from our
records including Nicola Gordon and
Gillian Watson. Recent successes
include:
* Beatrice Devillon-Cohen who joins
the Finance Committee of Kings
College, London
* Nicola Gordon's appointment to the
board of Norwegian Company, Okea
* Alanna Innes who is now a trustee
of Health Opportunities Team
* Donna Smith has joined the board
of Mikey's Line
* Jane Grant is now a board member
of Floris Books
* Carolina Viola's appointment to the
National Library of Scotland
Foundation
* Gillian Watson is on the board of
Scottish Friendly Society
* Tanya Castell is now a member of
the FCA's Regulatory Decision's
Committee and
* Steve Plummer is an executive
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one of our recent clients participated
in a company football game to show

director of the charity 12 Guitars

his commitment to teamwork and

been appointed to a board or
committee role and have not told us
yet, please do send the details to
Irene Grant via the CtC success
email address here.

reducing the organization’s steep
hierarchy. He wanted to be seen as
more approachable. He got so
involved in the game that his
enthusiasm took over and he broke
his leg while attempting to score a
goal. We’re not saying you need to
end up in the emergency room to
change your company’s culture —
but it certainly made for a good, viral
story!
• Behavioural KPIs: These are
periodic pulse surveys that track
how behaviors spread over time.
Behavioural KPIs are useful
because they represent a metric that
comes directly from employees. The
entire organization should be

Well done to all of you. If you have

to work with the College
Development Network and a number
of colleges around board
recruitment. We provide advice on
role descriptions, application packs
and the recruitment process in
addition to offering the option of
asking CtC members to leverage
their wider network by asking you to
forward on details of the vacancies.
For these services CtC charges a
small fee. The latest one is West

understanding of the culture
landscape. Example: Asking

grateful to you all for considering

participants to rate certain
statements on a scale of “I
completely disagree” to “I very much
agree” can track progress on the
cultural-change journey. Questions
should measure your particular
initiatives, but can include: “My
leaders and colleagues encourage
working with other departments as
one team to reach shared goals,”
which measures cross-team
collaboration; and “Decision-making
time has been reduced in my
department” or “My team has cut the
number of handoffs in a particular
process,” which track efficiency.
• Business KPIs: These are
relevant business KPIs that may be
affected as a direct or indirect result
of the spread of behaviours.
Example: A client focused on
spreading behaviors that drive
customer-centricity implemented a
“rate my service” tool in its call
center and encouraged customers to
provide feedback on their service.
The overall rating was shared daily
and gave the call-center employees
and their leaders a sense of pride as
the ratings increased over time.
Other measurements can include
cost efficiencies, number of returns
or faulty products, and turnaround
times.

College Scotland so we would be
whether this is a role for you
(colleges are so critical for so many
people that a college board is a
great way to make a difference and
they provide good training for board
members) or for someone you
know. The College Development
Network is also in discussion with
CtC about further ways we can
collaborate to help provide a
pipeline of candidates for college
boards from diverse backgrounds.
CtC has also been asked by the
Scottish Government to deliver a
pilot of diversity of unconscious bias
training for a number of
organisations as part of the work
being led by the Scottish Women in
Agriculture taskforce. This will be
delivered by a small number of CtC
members and the charity will receive
a fee for its services supporting our
sustainability objective.
The Association of Chartered
Certified Accountants (ACCA) has
approached CtC to ask if we would
provide an on demand webinar for
us about securing NED roles and
how CtC can help with that.
Hopefully this will also generate
some income for the charity.

A thoughtful evolution: Measuring the

Our founder, Tanya Castell, has
been approached by the London's

impact of a cultural transformation is

Women's Forum to give a talk -

complex and multifaceted, but it’s also

RSS

Changing the Chemistry continues

companies can gain a broad

encouraged to participate so

Translate

more details to follow.

achievable and necessary. Culture can
and should be measured, and the
designing of those metrics is a part of
the overall journey of a thoughtful,
sustainable evolution.

We would like to draw you attention
to a consultation by the FRC on
proposed changes to ethical
and auditing standards, which
involves for example auditor
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With the help of the above

independence. The consultation

guideposts, any organization can

proposes an implementation date for

jump-start that journey and stoke

periods commencing on or after 15

cultural momentum. Use the

December 2019, meaning that many

measurements as clear evidence

audit committees need to move

that things are changing and that the

quickly to implement the changes in

organization is moving toward a
culture that supports employees and

advance of their financial year. The
consultation closes on 27

business goals. Then people can

September 2019.
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say quickly and confidently, “Hey,
things really are different around

On independence, changes

here!”

proposed include a substantial
scope extension to bring additional
companies within the non-audit

USEFUL CtC EMAIL ADDRESSES
Here's a handy overview of the
email addresses CtC uses, all
@changingthechemistry.org:
* board.vacancy@ - roles to share
* success@ - details of new roles

restrictions, the move to a "whitelist"
of services that can be provided by
the external auditor, and the
inclusion of internal audit services as
a service that requires a full year
"cooling in" period before the
internal audit provider can take on
the role of external auditor.

* contact@ - general queries
* events@ - event ideas/intros
* CtC.volunteer@ - offers of help

Furthermore, this publication
explores certain proposed changes
to auditing standards, relating to for

* member@ - onboarding queries

instance audit reports and the scope

*member.setup - platform set-up

of work on information in the front

* technical.support - platform
problems or access issues

half of the report.
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